CAST OF CHARACTERS

Shannon Hammer—contractor in Lighthouse Cove, California

Jack Hammer—Shannon’s father

Uncle Pete Hammer—Shannon’s uncle, winemaker and owner of the Town Square Wine Bar

Chloe Hammer—her sister

Jane Hennessey—Shannon’s best friend and owner of Hennessey House, the newest B&B in town

Lizzie and Hal Logan—Shannon’s friends and owners of Paper Moon book and paper store; their kids Taz (11) and Marisa (13)

Emily Rose—Shannon’s friend and owner of the Scottish Rose Tea Shoppe

Marigold Starling—Shannon’s friend and owner, with her Aunt Daisy, of Crafts and Quilts

Eric Jensen—the chief of police

Mac Sullivan—a famous crime novelist

Tommy Gallagher—police officer and Shannon’s high school boyfriend

Whitney Reid Gallagher—Tommy’s wife and Shannon’s worst enemy from high school

Jennifer Bailey—Whitney’s best friend

Penelope “Penny” Wells—the new bank-loan officer

Wendell Jarvick—Shannon’s short-term tenant

Jerry Saxton—a real estate agent and Shannon’s blind date

Joyce and Stan Boyer—Shannon’s homeowner clients

Luisa Capello—a high school friend

Cindy—head waitress at the Cozy Cove Diner

Rocky—cook and owner of the Cozy Cove Diner

Augustus “Gus” Peratti—Shannon’s auto mechanic

Wade Chambers—Shannon’s head foreman

Carla Harrison—Shannon’s second foreman (husband Chase and daughter Keely)

Todd, Billy, Sean, Johnny, Douglas—Shannon’s crew
**Jesse Hennessey**—Shannon’s next-door neighbor and Jane’s uncle

**Mrs. Coleen Higgins**—the neighbor across the street